
Nob Hill Dog Harness – An Uptown Dog Dream 
A FELTED couture dog harness that keeps the beloved one warm as well as stylish, knitted with a coordinating leash.  
This garment has a garter stitch border & stockinette body.  The pattern was designed specifically for using O-Wool 
Classic Organic Yarn as it uniformly felts.   

 

     
 

 

 

Created by Patty Thomas, Knit Designer & Owner of Daisy Yarns of San Francisco for individual use (not to be copied or 

published without permission, www.daisyyarns.com), May-2011. 
 
Level:  ADVANCED BEGINNER (must be able to knit, purl, K2tog, SSK and knit I-Cord) 
 
Materials:  
Size Extra Small  __100-200__ yards of O-Wool Classic Organic Merino Wool Yarn 
Size Small  __200-300__ yards of O-Wool Classic Organic Merino Wool Yarn 
Size Medium/Large  __300-400__ yards of O-Wool Classic Organic Merino Wool Yarn 
Size Large/Extra Large  __400-500__ yards of O-Wool Classic Organic Merino Wool Yarn 
 
US Size 9 Needles (best to use circular for length), US Size 9 Double Pointed Needles (just 2 from your set to make an I-
Cord),  Stitch Holder, Yarn Needle, O-Ring and Swivel Lease Snap, optional Button, Velcro 6 inches at most, lingerie bag 
(or a pillow case that you can tie a knot at the end) 
 

KNITTING  ABBREVIATIONS: 
K1 = Knit 1    P1 = Purl 1      Stockinette = Knit right side/Purl wrong side    
 
K2TOG = Knit 2 stitches together as 1 stitch, which causes a decrease 
 
SSK “IMPROVED” = Slip  one stitch as if to knit, slip the next stitch as if to purl, knit the 2 stitches together 
through the back loops.  Note:  I highly recommend www.knittinghelp.com’s video on this. 
 

(M1F) Make 1 stitch = Insert LEFT needle coming in from Front side and lift loop between the two stitches 
(one on the right needle and one on the left needle).  Knit through the back of that stitch.   
 

(M1B) Make 1 stitch = Insert LEFT needle coming in from Back side and lift loop between the two stitches (one 
on the right needle and one on the left needle).  Knit through the front loop of that stitch.   
 

 (BO) Bind Off = Start with two stitches on the right needle and slip the right stitch over the left stitch.  Knit 
next stitch and repeat. 
 
 

http://www.knittinghelp.com's/


Dog Measurements Sheet 
 This is a customized fit for any dog (sample size is for 
my small & robust Jack Russell Terrier dog Daisy of 
Daisy Yarns of San Francisco on far right; the pic on 
left is Fiona who has modeled previously for Daisy 
Yarns of San Francisco shown with her girlfriend 
Cody).  Kooba is holding a ball.  Tashi is Daisy’s 
playmate and looks like a bigger Daisy (bottom right). 

 

Note:   pattern is knitted approximately 25% larger because of the FELTING!  It will reduce once it is felted.   
 

Start by measuring your dog as detailed below and using chart below to add inches: 
 

DOG FELTING ALLOWANCE TABLE 
   XS  Dog Add:     2 inch   

Small Dog Add:    3 inches  
   Medium/Large Dog Add:   4 ½ inches   
   Extra Large Dog Add:    5  inches 
 

Please note the above measurements are approximate, as there is at least a 25% felt reduction rate.  All dogs have 
variables.  It should be fairly close. 
 

X Measurement - Neck to Tail 
a) _________inches  neck to tail length 
b)  Plus ________inches from Felting Allowance Table above 
c)  FINAL “X” MEASUREMENT by adding  a) & b)  together  = _________ inches 
d) X c) Measurement divided by 3 = _________________ inches 
e) X c) Measurement subtract from X d) = __________  inches 
(Sample X for small dog)   
X a) =   12 inches X b) = 3 inches       X c) =  15 inches for final X Measurement   X d) = 5 inches 
X e) = 10 inches 

 

Y Measurement – Girth (under front legs & chest) 
a) ________ inches around front legs and chest.  Special Note:  If your dog’s girth is less than the above X c) 

Measurement, then you will use this number Y a) through project in lieu of Xc) where stated. 
b) Plus _____ inches from Dog Felting Allowance Table above 
c)  FINAL “Y” MEASUREMENT by adding  a) & b)  together  = _________ inches 
(Sample Y for small dog)  Y a) =   20 inches       Y b) = 3 inches       Y c) = 23 inches for final Y Measurement 

 

Z Measurement – Neck  
a)  __________inches around neck 
b) Plus ________ inches from Felting Allowance Table above 
c)  FINAL “Z” MEASUREMENT by adding  a) & b)  together  = _________ inches 
(Sample Z for small dog)   Z a) =    11 inches       Z  b) = 3 inches        Z c) = 14 inches for final Z Measurement 



These measures can be customized by you, the knitter based on your dog’s individual fit. 
 

A.  CAST ON – READ ENTIRE SECTION AND FILL IN FROM DOG MEASUREMENTS SHEET 
 Number X c) from Dog Measurement Sheet ______________  inches.  Note if your dog’s Girth Measurement in Y c 
from the Dog Measurement Sheet is less than the above number, then must use the Yc Number from the Dog 
Measurement sheet throughout the pattern in lieu of XC. 
1. The above A1.  Multiplied by 5 = _________ stitches 

2. The above A2.   Minus 4 stitches = ____________  of stitches to Cast On. 
(Sample X for small dog)   A1. = 15 inches       A2. = 75      A3. = 71 stitches to cast on  
 

B. BODY – READ SECTION AND FILL IN FROM DOG MEASUREMENTS SHEET 
Cast on the number of stitches from A.3 above.________ 
 

Rows 1 -6:    Knit garter stitch across these rows (Knit on Right Side/Knit on Wrong Side) 
Row 7 Right Side:   K5, K1 and M1F (Increases one stitch), knit across to last 6 stitches and;  K1 and M1B, K5 
Row 8 Wrong Side:   K5, Purl across to last 5 stitches and K5 
Row 9 Right Side:       K5, K1 and M1F (Increases one stitch), knit to last 6 stitches and;  K1 and M1B, K5.  At this 

point,  you have added a total of 4 extra stitches that initially were subtracted.  This allows for a 
slight curve at the bottom, rather than a hard edge. 

Row 10 Wrong Side:   K5, Purl across to last 5 stitches and K5 

Row 11 Right Side: Knit across row 
Row 12 Wrong Side:   K5, Purl across to last 5 stitches and K5  

 Repeat -  Rows B 11 & B 12  until you reach the FINAL “X e)” MEASUREMENT Length from the Dog 
Measurement Sheet____________.    

(Sample Xe for small dog is 10 inches.)  Now you will do a little more math.   
 

C. FRONT LEG & NECKLINE DECREASE – READ ENTIRE SECTION AND FILL IN FROM A. CAST ON LINE 2) & DOG 
MEASUREMENTS SHEET 
Important note:  When you are decreasing & increasing you must always work each side in even numbers of 2, 4, etc.  
You want both sides of the dog harness to be even and not one side longer than the other.  That is why you 
periodically see notation about rounding off stitches to EVEN numbers. 
  
1.  Take your number from above  A. CAST ON line 2).   = ___________ stitches. 
2.  Divide above C 1. By 2 AND rounded off to lower EVEN number = ________________ See sample!       
(Sample X for small dog) C 1. = 75 stitches     C 2. = 36 stitches rounded off to lower even number for decreases.    
Important, keep track of your decreases with a row counter or on paper! Afterwards check to make sure you have the 
approximate amount of remaining stitches (read below) 
 

Row 1 (Right Side): Knit 5, K2, SSK “Improved”,  K2, SSK “Improved” and Knit to last 13 stitches, then K2tog,  
      K2, K2tog, K2 and Knit 5.  This equals a total of 4 decreases per row. 

 
Row 2 (Wrong Side): Knit 5, Purl across to last 5 stitches, Knit 5 

 
HOT TIP:  On your last set of decreases you “may” need to adjust the SSK “Improved”, K2,  SSK “Improved” and knit 
to last 13 stitches, then K2tog, K2, K2tog to just one set of SSK and K2tog on each side which equals a total of 2 
decreases per row to meet your correct number of decreases. 
 
Repeat above Rows 1 and Row 2 rows until you have decreased  the amount indicated  in C.2.________.   

Knit until you reach the approximate length indicated in X c) - 1 inch =  ________.   
 
You should have ________ remaining stitches.  
(Sample for small dog:  36 stitches total decrease from start of 75 stitches = 39 stitches on remaining needle. 
  



FROM THIS POINT ON YOU ARE WORKING IN GARTER STITCH ONLY!  Knitting on the Right 
Side and Knitting on the Wrong Side.  Work garter stitch for 1 inch. 
 
3. Divide above remaining stitches line by 3 and that equals _____________stitches for upcoming center neckline. 

If you have an odd number of stitches, use the extra stitch in the neckline decrease in next step.   (Sample X for 
small dog) = 13 stitches  

 Row AA (Right Side): Knit the number of stitches in C 3. above_______.  Bind off the same amount of 
stitches (min/plus 1 if there was an odd number) and Knit to the end of row.  Both side panels should be 
the same size. 

 Row BB. (Wrong Side): Purl to where the center section is bound off.  Stop and put the next stitches on a 
stitch holder.  You will go back later and finish up the other side. 

 
D. Front  Neck End Tabs 

Note:  There are no button holes, Velcro works best for a dog garment and doesn’t stretch.  Afterwards you may 
want to sew a button on top of the closure to give it a nice finished appearance. 
 

You are working Rows again. 
 

1. A.  Take the last BO stitch and slip over to right needle, slip the next stitch and pass 1st slipped over stitch for  

         slipped stitch.  You now have 1 less stitch! 
2. B.  Knit in garter stitch (knit Right Side/knit Wrong Side) the remaining stitches for the following lengths: 

 

X Small Dog =   6 ½  inches 
Small Dog =  7 ¾  inches 
Medium Dog =  9 inches 
Large Dog =  9 ½ inches 
X Large Dog =  10 ½ inches 

 
3. After reaching above length start decreasing: 

a. RIGHT SIDE:  K1, SSK and knit to last 3 stitches; K2 tog, K1, until there are only 5 stitches and bind off the 
last 5 stitches. 

b. WRONG SIDE: Knit across 
4. A.  Go back to the stitches on the stitch holder.  Turn your garment to the Wrong Side (which is the inside).  

Place stitches from stitch holder over to knitting needle.  Start next to the neckline center by:  K2 tog and knit to 

the end of the row.  You now have 1 less stitch! 
5. B.  Knit in garter stitch (knit Right Side/knit Wrong Side) the remaining stitches for the following lengths: 

 

X Small Dog =   6 ½  inches 
Small Dog =  7 ¾  inches 
Medium Dog =  9 inches 
Large Dog =  9 ½ inches 
X Large Dog =  10 ½ inches 

 
6. After reaching above length start decreasing: 

a. RIGHT SIDE:  K1, SSK and knit to last 3 stitches; K2 tog, K1, until there are only 5 stitches and bind off the 
last 5 stitches. 

b.  WRONG SIDE: Knit across 
 
 
 

 
 
 



E. MID BODY BANDS – READ ENTIRE SECTION – Make 2 
Cast on the number of stitches indicated in the table below: 
 

XS Dog:   8 stitches 
Small Dog:  12 stitches 
Medium Dog:  14 stitches 
Large Dog:  18 stitches 
Extra Large Dog: 22 stitches 

 
 
        Knit in garter stitch (knit on right side/knit on wrong side) until you reach the length of inches indicated in the table  
        Below.  Please bear in mind these are approximately size.  You may want to measure your dog for these, bearing in  
        mind the harness and the bands both are 25% larger. 

 
X Small Dog =   6 ½  inches 
Small Dog =  7 ¾  inches 
Medium Dog =  9 inches 
Large Dog =  9 ½ inches 
X Large Dog =  10 ½ inches 
 

Bind off after reaching above length.  Make 2 equal sized mid-body bands.  After felting, these will be attached just 
under the dog’s girth on the harness. 

 
F. I-CORD DECORATIVE FRONT BORDER SIDING  

SEE SECTION F. ABOVE FOR METHOD:   
 
Cast on 3 stitches and knit I-Cord decorative FRONT border siding for length to go around the top inside border.  
Bind off (or if you are familiar with grafting put stitches on a holder so that you can graft them onto the back of 
harness more easily. 
 
Pin decorative I-Cord to the inside edging of the border.  Using a yarn needle and yarn stitch coming in from 
underneath to the I-Cord, so that your stitching does not show. 
 
 
 

G. I-CORD HARNESS TAB for LEASH 
I-Cord instructions 3 Methods, You Choose 1 Method:   

 I-Cord most common method;  using only 2 of your Double Pointed Needle set cast on 3 stitches.  Knit to 
end of row.  Slide the stitches to the other end of the needle.  DO NOT TURN YOUR WORK AND YES 
YOUR YARN IS ON THE LEFT SIDE.  Pull snuggly on your yarn and knit the 3 stitches.  Repeat.  This makes 

a narrow tube.   OR 

 I-Cord Daisy Yarns Style:  using only 2 of your Double Pointed Needle set cast on 3 stitches.  Knit 1st 
through back loop, knit 2nd stitch, Knit 3rd stitch through back loop.  Slide the stitches to the other end of 
the needle.  DO NO TURN YOUR WORK AND YES YOUR YARN IS ON THE LEFT SIDE.  Pull snuggly on your 
yarn and repeat above knitting.   I find this little trick twist the first and last stitch extra tight making the 

circle well more circle like, which is the goal of I-Cord knitting.   OR 

 APPLIED I-CORD Method;  if you are versed in this method which is an advanced technique that looks 
ultra smart you may elect this method.  If you are not familiar with this method, I don’t recommended 
as you could stretch your harness unnecessarily. 
 
 
 



 
Cast on 3 stitches and knit an I-Cord for:  

 
Size XS, Small:  1 ½  inches   or  Medium, Large or Extra Large:  1 ½ inches   
 
Note:  If your dog is extra strong you may elect to knit two of these to make the Harness Tab can take on the 
strength of your dog. 
 

 Bind stitches off.  If you are well versed in grafting you may put stitches on a holder and graft on the back of 
harness.   

 Attach one end of the I-Cord centered on the back of the harness just under the decorative edging.  Make 
sure you stitch this coming in from the wrong side (inside of the garment) so your stitching doesn’t show 
through.   

 Insert the O-Ring through the tab and finish attaching the second end of the tab to the garment.  Your Tab 
and O-Ring should be very secure at this point. 

  
H. HARNESS SUPPORT TAB 

Cast on 8 stitches for all sizes and knit for 1 inch.   

 This is to be placed directly on the underside of where the I-Cord harness tab and O-Ring are attached.  This 
gives further support to the garment and avoids unnecessary ripping or stretching of harness .   

 Pin this on the wrong side, as stated directly under where I-Cord lease tab is stitched on.   

 Using a yarn needle and yarn, stitching around the tab on wrong side up.  Make sure after it’s attached to 
also stitch on the I-Cord harness tab on top to further strengthening the area.   

 

I. I-CORD LEASH 
SEE SECTION F. ABOVE FOR METHOD:   
 

Cast on 3 stitches and knit an I-Cord for 60 inches minimum.  15 of these inches will be used for the handle.  Don’t 
forget it shrinks 25% also.  Bind off.  Note:  if you have an extra strong dog one I-Cord may not work.  Instead, I 
recommend knitting THREE  I-Cords and them braiding them.  This is not shown here, but if you check out the Coit 
Tower Bag, the handle is made with three I-Cords that are braided, then felted.  Continue to the remaining 2 bullets 
below: 
 

 Turn one end about 7 ½ inches and attach 7 ½ inches down.  Tack down with yarn needle and yarn. 

 Attach the other end to your Swivel Lease Snap (feeding it through the slot).  Tack down with yarn needle 
and yarn. 
 

J. FELTING 
I would put all parts in a lingerie bag, then Machine wash in HOT water. Put in dryer until totally dry.  Since I felted 
mine late at night, I pulled it out of the dryer the next morning…viola tout it fit little Daisy my JRT perfectly!  After, I 
pulled it out of the dryer, I did use my steam iron on it to get rid of the few wrinkles.  Yes, at this point it’s fused so 
tightly you can iron, machine wash and dry it.   
 

K. Assembly 

 First try this on your dog and approximately  1/3 way down garment , under your dog’s girth mark where the 
mid body bands should be attached.   

 Attach the mid body bands to the garment with right sides touching, hand stitching using yarn needle and yarn.  
You can position these around to get the best fit for your dog. 

 Now sew Velcro on the front tab closures based on your dog’s fit!  You may want to sew a button on one of the 
Neck End Tabs to give a nice finished appearance. 
   

 
Future care:  Machine wash and dry.  Your dog can roll in the mud all he/she wants and you can toss in the 
washer/dryer.  If you dog is the extra mud loving type you may want a darker color lol:) 


